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SEMI-OPEN AND SEMI-CLOSED SETS

IN DITOPOLOGICAL TEXTURE SPACES

ŞENOL DOST

Abstract. In this paper, the counterparts of semi-open and semi-closed sets for ditopo-
logical texture spaces are introduced. Some characterizations are presented for semi-
bicontinuous difunctions. Finally, as an application of semi-open and semi-closed sets,
the notion of hyperconnected ditopological texture space is defined and some of their
characterizations are obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION

In general topology, mathematicians have been pursuing is to investigate different
types of generalized open sets, generalized continuous functions. Semi-open sets and semi-
continuity which are one of such concepts were introduced by Levine [14]. By these new
concepts, many theorems have been restated in topology.

Steen and Seebach [19] introduced hyperconnected topological space, and the equivalent
notion of D-space was given by Levine [15]. On the other hand, the notion of semi-connected
topological space was given in [18], and shown that D-space is equivalent to that of semi-
connectedness. These equivalent notions have since been studied by many authors. The
reader is referred to Noiri [17] and Mathew [16], and the references therein, for further
background of hyperconnected.

Textures and ditopological texture spaces were first introduced by L.M.Brown as a
point-based setting for the study fuzzy topology. This section concludes with some basic
definitions from the theory, and the reader is referred to [1] - [6] for more backgroundmaterial.

Definition 1.1 ([2]). Let S be a set. A texturing is a point-separating, complete, completely
distributive lattice with respect to inclusion, which contains S and Ø, and for which arbitrary
meets coincide with intersections, and finite joins with unions. If S is a texturing of S, then
the pair (S, S) is called a texture space or shortly, texture.

For a texture (S, S), most properties are conveniently defined in terms of the p-sets
Ps =

⋂{A ∈ S | s ∈ A} and, as a dually, the q-sets, Qs =
∨{A ∈ S | s /∈ A}.

Example 1.1. (1) If X is a set and P(X) the powerset of X , then (X,P(X)) is the discrete
texture on X . For x ∈ X , Px = {x} and Qx = X \ {x}.

(2) The texture (L,L) is defined by L = (0, 1], L = {(0, r] | r ∈ I}. For r ∈ L,
Pr = (0, r] = Qr.
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(3) Setting I = [0, 1], I = {[0, r), [0, r] | r ∈ I} gives the unit interval texture (I, I). For
r ∈ I, Pr = [0, r] and Qr = [0, r).

Definition 1.2 ([1]). A ditopology on a texture (S, S) is a pair (τ, κ) of subsets of S, where
the set of open sets τ and the set of closed sets κ satisfies

S, Ø ∈ τ , S, Ø ∈ κ,
G1, G2 ∈ τ =⇒ G1 ∩G2 ∈ τ , K1, K2 ∈ κ =⇒ K1 ∪K2 ∈ κ,
Gi ∈ τ , i ∈ I =⇒ ∨

iGi ∈ τ . Ki ∈ κ, i ∈ I =⇒ ⋂
Ki ∈ κ.

If (τ, κ) is a ditopology on (S, S) then (S, S, τ, κ) is called ditopological texture space or
shortly, ditopological space.

For A ∈ S we define the closure and the interior of A under (τ, κ) by the equalities

cl (A) =
⋂

{K ∈ κ | A ⊆ K}, int (A) =
∨

{G ∈ τ | G ⊆ A}.
We denote by O(S, S, τ, κ), or when there can be no confusion by O(S), the set of open

sets in S. Likewise, C(S, S, τ, κ) or C(S) will denote the set of closed sets.

Definition 1.3 ([2]). A mapping σ : S → S satisfying σ(σ(A)) = A, ∀A ∈ S and A ⊆ B =⇒
σ(B) ⊆ σ(A), ∀A,B ∈ S is called a complementation on (S, S) and (S, S, σ) is said to be a
complemented texture.

If (τ, κ) is a ditopology on a complemented texture (S, S, σ) we say (τ, κ) is comple-
mented if κ = σ(τ). In this case we have σ(cl (A)) = int(σ(A)) and σ(int(A)) = cl(σ(A)).

Definition 1.4 ([8]). A difilter on a texture (S, S) is F × G, where F and G are nonempty
and subsets of S satisfies

Ø 	∈ F, S 	∈ F,
F ∈ F, F ⊆ F ′ ∈ S =⇒ F ′ ∈ F, G ∈ G, G′ ⊆ G =⇒ G′ ∈ G,
F1, F2 ∈ F =⇒ F1 ∩ F2 ∈ F. G1, G2 ∈ G =⇒ G1 ∪G2 ∈ G.

A difilter F × G on (S, S) is called regular if F ∩ G = Ø, or equivalently, A 	⊆ B ∀A ∈ F

and ∀B ∈ G.
Let (S, S), (T,T) be textures. In the following definition we consider the product tex-

turing [2] P(S)⊗T. To avoid confusion P (s,t), Q(s,t) are used to denote the p-sets and q-sets

for the product texture (S × T,P(S)⊗ T).

Definition 1.5 ([4]). Let (S, S), (T,T) be textures. Then

(1) r ∈ P(S)⊗ T is called a relation from (S, S) to (T,T) if it satisfies
R1 r 	⊆ Q(s,t), Ps′ 	⊆ Qs =⇒ r 	⊆ Q(s′,t).

R2 r 	⊆ Q(s,t) =⇒ ∃ s′ ∈ S such that Ps 	⊆ Qs′ and r 	⊆ Q(s′,t).

(2) R ∈ P(S)⊗ T is called a corelation from (S, S) to (T,T) if it satisfies
CR1 P (s,t) 	⊆ R,Ps 	⊆ Qs′ =⇒ P (s′,t) 	⊆ R.

CR2 P (s,t) 	⊆ R =⇒ ∃s′ ∈ S such that Ps′ 	⊆ Qs and P (s′,t) 	⊆ R.
(3) A pair (r, R), where r is a relation and R a corelation from (S, S) to (T,T), is called

a direlation from (S, S) to (T,T).

Definition 1.6 ([4]). Let (f, F ) be a direlation from (S, S) to (T,T). Then (f, F ) is called
a difunction from (S, S) to (T,T) if it satisfies the following two conditions:

DF1 For s, s′ ∈ S, Ps 	⊆ Qs′ =⇒ ∃ t ∈ T with f 	⊆ Q(s,t) and P (s′,t) 	⊆ F .
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DF2 For t, t′ ∈ T and s ∈ S, f 	⊆ Q(s,t) and P (s,t′) 	⊆ F =⇒ Pt′ 	⊆ Qt.

Definition 1.7 ([4]). Let (f, F ) : (S, S) → (T,T) be a difunction.

(1) For A ∈ S, the image f→(A) and the co-image F→(A) are defined by

f→(A) =
⋂{Qt | ∀ s, f 	⊆ Q(s,t) =⇒ A ⊆ Qs},

F→(A) =
∨{Pt | ∀ s, P (s,t) 	⊆ F =⇒ Ps ⊆ A}.

(2) For B ∈ T, the inverse image f←(B) and the inverse co-image F←(B) are defined
by

f←(B) =
∨{Ps | ∀ t, f 	⊆ Q(s,t) =⇒ Pt ⊆ B},

F←(B) =
⋂{Qs | ∀ t, P (s,t) 	⊆ F =⇒ B ⊆ Qt}.

For a given difunction, the inverse image and the inverse co-image are equal; the image
and co-image are usually not.

Definition 1.8 ([4]). Let (f, F ) : (S1, S1) → (S2, S2) be a difunction. Then (f, F ) is called
surjective if it satisfies the condition

SUR. For t, t′ ∈ T , Pt 	⊆ Qt′ =⇒ ∃ s ∈ S with f 	⊆ Q(s,t′) and P (s,t) 	⊆ F .

If (f, F ) is surjective then F→(f←B) = B = f→(F←B) for all B ∈ T [4, Corollary
2.33]

Definition 1.9 ([4]). Let (f, F ) be a difunction between the complemented textures (S, S, σ)
and (T,T, θ). The complement (f, F )′ = (F ′, f ′) of the difunction (f, F ) is a difunction,
where f ′ =

⋂{Q(s,t) | ∃u, v with f 	⊆ Q(u,v), σ(Qs) 	⊆ Qu and

Pv 	⊆ θ(Pt)} and F ′ =
∨{P (s,t) | ∃u, v with P (u,v) 	⊆ F , Pu 	⊆ σ(Ps) and θ(Qt) 	⊆ Qv}.

If (f, F ) = (f, F )′ then the difunction (f, F ) is called complemented.

Definition 1.10 ([5]). A difunction (f, F ) : (S, S, τS , κS) → (T,T, τT , κT ) is called continu-
ous if B ∈ τT =⇒ F←(B) ∈ τS , cocontinuous if B ∈ κT =⇒ f←(B) ∈ κS and bicontinuous
if it is both.

A difunction (f, F ) : (S, S, τS , κS) → (T,T, τT , κT ) is called open (co-open) if A ∈ τS =⇒
f→(A) ∈ τT (F→(A) ∈ τT ). Also, (f, F ) is called closed (coclosed) if A ∈ κS =⇒ f→(A) ∈
κT (F→(A) ∈ κT ).

Finally, we also recall the some classes of ditopological spaces.

Definition 1.11 ([12], [13]). Let (S, S, τ, κ) be a ditopological space and A ∈ S.
(i) If A ⊆ intclA (clintA ⊆ A) then A is called pre-open (pre-closed).
(ii) If A ⊆ clintclA (intclintA ⊆ A) then A is called β-open (β-closed).

We denote by PO(S, S, τ, κ) (βO(S, S, τ, κ)), more simply by PO(S) (βO(S)), the set of
pre-open sets (β-open sets) in S. Likewise, PC(S, S, τ, κ) (βC(S, S, τ, κ)), PC(S) (βC(S))
will denote the set of pre-closed (β-closed sets) sets.

We recall that β-closure and β-interior [12] of A ∈ S under (τ, κ) are defined by the
equalities

clβ (A) =
⋂

{K ∈ βC(S) | A ⊆ K}, intβ (A) =
∨

{G ∈ βO(S) | G ⊆ A}.
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2. SEMI-OPEN AND SEMI-CLOSED SETS

We begin by recalling [14] that a subset A of a topological space X is called semi-open
if A ⊆ cl int(A). Dually, A is semi-closed if X \ A is semi-open, equivalently if it satisfies
int cl(A) ⊆ A. This leads to the following analogous concepts in a ditopological space.

Definition 2.1. Let (S, S, τ, κ) be ditopological space. A set A ∈ S is called

(1) semi-open if A ⊆ clint (A) and
(2) semi-closed if intcl (A) ⊆ A.

We denote by SO(S, S, τ, κ), or when there can be no confusion by SO(S), the set of
semi-open sets in S. Likewise, SC(S, S, τ, κ) or SC(S) will denote the set of semi-closed sets.

The next characterizations are used for some proofs in this study.

Proposition 2.1. Let (S, S, τ, κ) be a ditopological space.

(i) A ∈ S is semi-open if and only if there exists a set G ∈ O(S) such that
G ⊆ A ⊆ cl (G).

(ii) B ∈ S is semi-closed if and only if there exists a set K ∈ C(S) such that
int (K) ⊆ B ⊆ K.

Proof. The proofs are elementary and are omitted. �

The following elementary facts are useful. The similar results for β-open and β-closed
sets are proved in [12].

Lemma 2.1. For a given ditopological space (S, S, τ, κ):

(i) O(S) ⊆ SO(S) ⊆ βO(S) and C(S) ⊆ SC(S) ⊆ βC(S).
(ii) Arbitrary join of semi-open sets is semi-open.
(iii) Arbitrary intersection of semi-closed sets is semi-closed.

Proof. (i) Let G ∈ O(S). Since intG = G we have G ⊆ clintG and so G ∈ SO(S). Secondly,
if G ∈ SO(S) then G ⊆ clintG ⊆ clintclG. Thus G ∈ βO(S). The proof of closed sets is
dual to this.

(ii) Let us consider Gj , j ∈ J be semi-open sets. Then Gj ⊆ ∨
j∈J Gj , whence

Gj ⊆ clintGj ⊆ clint
∨

j∈J Gj for all j ∈ J , so
∨

j∈J Gj ⊆ clint
∨

j∈J Gj as required.

The proof of the statement (iii) is dual of the statement (ii). �

The proofs of the following implications are obvious and are omitted:

A ∈ SO(S), A ⊆ B ⊆ cl(A) =⇒ B ∈ SO(S),

A ∈ SC(S), int(A) ⊆ B ⊆ A =⇒ B ∈ SC(S).
(2.1)

Generally there is no relation between the semi-open and semi-closed sets, but for a
complemented ditopological space we have the following result.

Proposition 2.2. For a complemented ditopological space (S, S, σ, τ, κ):

A ∈ S is semi-open if and only if σ(A) is semi-closed.

Proof. For A ∈ S, since σ(int (A)) = cl(σ(A)) and σ(cl (A)) = int(σ(A)), the proof is
trivial. �
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Example 2.1. (1) If (X,T) is a topological space then (X,P(X), πX ,T,Tc) is a comple-
mented ditopological space. Here πX(Y ) = X \ Y for Y ⊆ X is the usual complementation
on (X,P(X)) and Tc = {πX(G) | G ∈ T}. Clearly the semi-open, semi-closed sets in (X,T)
correspond precisely to the semi-open, semi-closed respectively, in (X,P(X), πX ,T,Tc).

(2) For the unit interval texture (I, I) of Examples 1.1 (3), let ι be the complementation
ι([0, r)) = [0, 1− r], ι([0, r]) = [0, 1− r), and (τI, κI) the standard complemented ditopology
given by

τI = {[0, r) | r ∈ I} ∪ {I}, κI = {[0, r] | r ∈ I} ∪ {Ø}.
For this space we have SO(I) = SC(I) = I and PO(S) = τI and PC(S) = κI.

(3) We consider S = {a, b} and (S,P(S), τ, κ), where τ = {S,Ø} and κ = {S,Ø}. Obviously,
A = {a} is pre-open but it is not semi-open.

We now discuss new type continuous of difunctions. We recall that a function between
topological spaces is called semi-continuous[14] if the inverse image of each open set is semi-
open, and irresolute if the inverse image of semi-open set is semi-open [9]. This leads to the
following concepts for a difunction between ditopological spaces.

Definition 2.2. Let (Sj , Sj , τj , κj), j = 1, 2, be ditopological spaces. Then the difunction
(f, F ) : (S1, S1) → (S2, S2) is called

(1) semi-continuous (semi-irresolute), if F←(G) ∈ SO(S1), for every G ∈ O(S2) (G ∈
SO(S2)).

(2) semi-cocontinuous (semi-co-irresolute), if f←(K) ∈ SC(S1), for every K in C(S2)
(K in SC(S2)).

(3) semi-bicontinuous, if it is semi-continuous and semi-cocontinuous.
(4) semi-bi-irresolute, if it semi-irresolute and semi-co-irresolute.

Obviously, every bicontinuous difunction is semi-bicontinuous, by Lemma 2.1 (i).

Example 2.1. Let S = {a, b, c} with the ditopology (τ1, κ1) on the texture (S,P(S)) where
τ1 = {Ø, {a}, {b, c}, S}, κ1 = {Ø, {b, c}, {a}, S} and T = {a, b} with the ditopology (τ2, κ2)
on the texture (T,P(T )) where τ2 = {Ø, {a}, T }, κ2 = {Ø, {b}, T }. Now, let us consider the
difunction (f, F ) from (S,P(S)) to (T,T) where f = {(a, a), (b, b), (c, b)} and F = (S×T )\f .
Since f←({a}) = {a} and {a} is semi-open, (f, F ) is semi-continuous. Likewise, (f, F ) is
semi-cocontinuous. It is easily seen that (f, F ) is semi-bi-irresolute. Take a difunction (f, F )
from (S,P(S)) to (T,T) where f = {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c)} and F = (S × T ) \ f .

In order to give useful characterizations of the above continuity properties we need the
following definition.

Definition 2.3. Let (S, S, τ, κ) be a ditopological space and A ∈ S. We define:

(1) The semi-closure scl (A) of A under (τ, κ) by

scl(A) =
⋂

{B | B ∈ SC(S), and A ⊆ B},
and

(2) The semi-interior sint (A) of A under (τ, κ) by

sint(A) =
∨

{B | B ∈ SO(S) and B ⊆ A}.
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By Lemma 2.1, it follows that scl(A) ∈ SC(S) and sint(A) ∈ SO(S), while
A ∈ SC(S) ⇐⇒ A = scl(A) and A ∈ SO(S) ⇐⇒ A = sint(A).

It is obvious that scl(A) is semi-closed set which contains A and sint(A) is the greatest
semi-open set which is contained in A and A ⊆ scl(A) ⊆ cl (A) and int (A) ⊆ sint(A) ⊆ A.

Proposition 2.3. Let (S, S, τ, κ) be a ditopological space and A ∈ S.

(1) scl (A) = A ∪ int cl (A).
(2) sint (A) = A ∩ cl int (A).

Proof. We prove (2), leaving the essentially dual proof of (1) to the interested reader.
Since sint (A) is semi-open, we have sint (A) ⊆ cl int (sint (A)). Therefore, sint (A) ⊆

cl int(A), and so sint(A) ⊆ (A∩cl int (A)). To obtain the opposite inclusion we observe that
int (A) ⊆ (A∩cl ∫ (A)) and int (A) ⊆ cl int (A∩cl int (A)) and (A∩cl int (A)) ⊆ cl int(A) ⊆
cl int (A∩cl int (A)). Hence A∩cl int (A) is semi-open, and so (A∩cl int (A)) ⊆ sint (A). �
Proposition 2.4. Let (f, F ) : (S1, S1, τ1, κ1) → (S2, S2, τ2, κ2) be a difunction.

(1) The following are equivalent:
(a) (f, F ) is semi-continuous.
(b) int(F→(A)) ⊆ F→(sint(A)) ∀A ∈ S1.
(c) f←(int(B)) ⊆ sint(f←(B)) ∀B ∈ S2.

(2) The following are equivalent:
(a) (f, F ) is semi-cocontinuous.
(b) f→(scl(A)) ⊆ cl(f→(A)) ∀A ∈ S1.
(c) scl(F←(B)) ⊆ F←(cl(B)) ∀B ∈ S1.

Proof. We prove (1), leaving the dual proof of (2) to the interested reader.
(a)=⇒(b) Let A ∈ S1. From [4, Theorem 2.24 (2 a)] and the definition of interior,

f←(int(F→(A))) ⊆ f←(F→(A)) ⊆ A.

Since inverse image and co-image under a difunction is equal, f←(int(F→(A))) =
F←(int(F→(A))). Thus, f←(int(F→(A))) ∈ SO(S1), by semi-continuity. Hence

f←(int(F→(A))) ⊆ sint(A)

and applying [4, Theorem 2.4 (2 b)] gives

int(F→(A)) ⊆ F→
(
f←(int(F→(A)))

) ⊆ F→(sint(A)),

which is the required inclusion.
(b)=⇒(c) Take B ∈ S2. Applying inclusion (b) to A = f←(B) and using [4, Theo-

rem 2.4 (2 b)] gives

int(B) ⊆ int(F→(f←(B))) ⊆ F→(sint(f←(B))).

Hence, we have f←(int(B))⊆f←
(
F→ sint(f←(B))

)⊆sint(f←B) by [4, Theorem 2.24 (2 a)].

(c)=⇒(a) Applying (c) for B ∈ O(S2) gives

f←(B) = f←(int(B)) ⊆ sint(f←(B)),

so F←(B) = f←(B) = sint(f←(B)) ∈ SO(S1). Hence, (f, F ) is continuous. �
In addition to the above characterizations:

Proposition 2.5. Let (Sj , Sj , σj , τj , κj), j = 1, 2, complemented ditopology and (f, F ) :
(S1, S1) → (S2, S2) be complemented difunction.
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(1) The following are equivalent:
(a) (f, F ) is semi-continuous.
(b) (f, F ) is semi-cocontinuous.
(c) f→(int cl (A)) ⊆ cl(f→(A)) ∀A ∈ S1.
(d) int cl (f←(B)) ⊆ f←(cl (B)) ∀B ∈ S2.

(2) The following are equivalent:
(a) (f, F ) is semi-cocontinuous.
(b) (f, F ) is semi-continuous.
(c) int(F→(A)) ⊆ F→(clintA) ∀A ∈ S1.
(d) F←(int(B)) ⊆ cl int (F←(B)) ∀B ∈ S2.

Proof. We prove (1), leaving the essentially dual proof of (2) to the interested reader.

(a) =⇒ (b) Since (f, F ) is complemented, (F ′, f ′) = (f, F ). From [4, Lemma 2.20],
σ1((f

′)←(B)) = f←(σ2(B)) and σ1((F
′)←(B)) = F←(σ2(B)) for all B ∈ S2. The proof

is clear from these equalities.

(b) =⇒ (c) Let A ∈ S1. Then cl (f→(A)) is closed set in (S2, S2). From (ii), f←(cl (f→(A)))
is semi-closed in (S1, S1). Hence, we have f←(cl (f→(A))) ⊇ int cl (
f←(cl(f→(A)))) ⊇ int cl(A). From [4, Theorem 2.20 (2)],

f→(int cl(A)) ⊆ f→(f←(cl (f→(A)))) ⊆ cl(f→(A)),

which is the required inclusion.

(c) =⇒ (d) Let B ∈ S2. Then f←(B) ∈ S1 and, by (iii), we have f→(int cl(f←(B)) ⊆
cl(f→(f←(B))). By [4, Theorem 2.20 (2)], f→(int cl(f←(B))) ⊆ cl (B) and so

int cl(f←(B)) ⊆ f←(f→(intcl(f←(B)))) ⊆ f←(clB).

(d) =⇒ (a) Let G ∈ O(S2). Since (τ2, κ2) is complemented, we have σ2(G) ∈ C(S2) and
f→(int cl(f←(σ2(G)))) ⊆ cl(σ2(G)) = σ2(G). That is, intcl(f←(σ2(G))) ⊆ f←(σ2(G)) or
by [4, Lemma 2.20], intcl(σ1((f

′)←G)) ⊆ σ1((f
′)←G). Since (f ′)←(G)

⊆ clint(f ′)←(G) and (f, F ) is complemented, we have F←(G) ⊆ clintF←(G). Hence F←(G)
is semi-open set. �

The following proposition gives corresponding characterizations for semi-irresolute and
semi-co-irresolute difunction. We omit the proof which follows the same lines as that of
Proposition 2.4.

Proposition 2.6. Let (f, F ) : (S1, S1, τ1, κ1) → (S2, S2, τ2, κ2) be a difunction.

(1) The following are equivalent:
(a) (f, F ) is semi-irresolute.
(b) sint(F→(A)) ⊆ F→ (sint(A)) ∀A ∈ S1.
(c) f← (sint(B)) ⊆ sint(f←(B)) ∀B ∈ S2.

(2) The following are equivalent:
(a) (f, F ) is semi-co-irresolute.
(b) f→(scl(A)) ⊆ scl(f→(A)) ∀A ∈ S1.
(c) scl(F←(B)) ⊆ F←(scl(B)) ∀B ∈ S2.

We note that the notions of semi-irresolutness and semi-co-irresoluteness are equiva-
lent for the complemented difunctions. The proof of this fact is similar to the proof of
Proposition 2.5 (1).
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To determine the relationship between semi-bi-irresolute and bicontinuous difunctions
we need the following lemma:

Lemma 2.2. Let (f, F ) : (S1, S1, τ1, κ1) → (S2, S2, τ2, κ2) be a difunction.

(1) If (f, F ) is cocontinuous and coclosed then F←(cl (B)) = cl(F←(B)) for all B ∈ S2.
(2) If (f, F ) is continuous and open then F←(int(B)) = int(F←(B)) for all B ∈ S2.

Proof. We prove (1), leaving the dual proof of (2) to the reader. Let B ∈ S2. By [13, Lemma
6.1.23], we have cl(F←(B)) ⊆ F←(cl (B)). If F←(cl (B)) 	⊆ cl(f←(B)) then F←(cl (B)) 	⊆
Qs , Ps 	⊆ cl(F←(B)) for some s ∈ S. Thus F→(Ps) ⊆ cl(B), i. e. for every B ⊆ Y ∈ C(S2),
F→(Ps) ⊆ Y . On the other hand, there exists K in C(S1) such that F←(B) ⊆ K and
Ps 	⊆ K. Hence, B ⊆ F→(F←(B)) ⊆ F→(K). Since (f, F ) coclosed, F→(K) is closed and
so f→(Ps) 	⊆ F→(Y ). But this is a contradiction. �
Proposition 2.7. Let (f, F ) : (S1, S1, τ1, κ1) → (S2, S2, τ2, κ2) be a difunction.

(1) If (f, F ) is cocontinuous and coclosed then it (f, F ) is semi-irresolute.
(2) If (f, F ) is continuous and open then it (f, F ) is semi-co-irresolute.

Proof. We proof only (1), the statement (2) is dual of (1). If A ∈ SO(S2) then there
exists an open set G ∈ O(S2) such that G ⊆ A ⊆ cl(G). By Lemma 2.2 (1), we have
F←(G) ⊆ F←(A) ⊆ F←(clG) = cl(F←(G)). Since F←(G) is open, F←(A) is semi-open in
(S2, S2). �

3. HYPERCONNECTEDNESS IN DITOPOLOGICAL
TEXTURE SPACES

In this section, the notion of hyperconnected ditopological space will be introduced
essentially and will be given some characterizations. In the topological spaces, this notion is
equivalent to the concepts such as semi-connected topological space and D-space. To give
similar characterizations for hyperconnected ditopological space we need the generalizations
of these concepts.

Firstly, we recall [10] that for the texture (S, S) and P ∈ S, {A,B} ⊆ S is called partition
of P if A ∩ P = B ∩ P , A ∩ P 	= Ø, P 	⊆ B. We now wish to generalize the connected
ditopological space[10] for semi-open and semi-closed sets. The following definition would
seem to be appropriate.

Definition 3.1. Let (S, S, τ, κ) be a ditopological space. Then P ∈ S is called semi-
connected if there exists no partition {G,F} with G ∈ SO(S) and F ∈ SC(S).

If S is semi-connected, then (S, S, τ, κ) is called semi-connected ditopological space.

Example 3.1. (1) The topological space (X,T) is semi-connected if and only if the cor-
responding complemented ditopological texture space (X,P(X), πX ,T,Tc) as in Examples
2.1 (1) is semi-connected.

(2) Consider the texture (L,L) of Examples 1.2(2). Let τ = {Ø, L} and κ = L. Clearly,
this ditopology is semi-connected.

Proposition 3.1. The ditopological space (S, S, τ, κ) is semi-connected if and only if
SO(S) ∩ SC(S) = {S,Ø}.
Proof. Firstly, let βO(S) ∩ βCO(S) 	= {S,Ø}. Then there exists G ∈ SO(S) ∩ SC(S) such
that G 	= S and G 	= Ø. Since {G,G} is a partition of S, contradicting the fact that semi-
connectedness. Conversely, if (S, S, τ, κ) is not semi-connected then there exists a partition
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{G,F} of S. Thus we have G = F and contradicting the fact that SO(S) ∩ SC(S) =
{S,Ø}. �

The join of any family of connected sets with the nonempty intersection is connected
in ditopological spaces. We shall give an analogous result for semi-connected sets.

Proposition 3.2. Let {Aj | j ∈ J} be a family of semi-connected sets in S with the
nonempty intersection. Then

∨
j∈J Aj is semi-connected.

Proof. We omit the proof which follows the same lines as that of [10, Theorem 2.5]. �

Now we recall [19] that a topological space (X,T) is said to be hyperconnected if every
pair of nonempty open sets of X has nonempty intersection. We note that (X,T) is hyper-
connected if and only if G 	⊆ K, where G is T-open and K is T-closed set. This leads to the
following analogous concept for a ditopological space.

Definition 3.2. A ditopological space (S, S, τ, κ) is called hyperconnected if G 	⊆ H for every
G ∈ τ \ {Ø} and H ∈ κ \ {S}.

Levine [15] called a topological space a D-space if every nonempty open set of X is
dense in X and showed that X is a D-space if and only if it is hyperconnected. In order
to give useful characterizations of hyperconnectedness for ditopological space we need the
following definitions.

Definition 3.3. Let (S, S, τ, κ) be a ditopological space. A set A ∈ S is called

(1) dense [10] if clA = S and
(2) co-dense if intA = Ø.

From the Proposition 2.3 and the definition of closure we have:

A is dense ⇐⇒ sclA = S, and A is co-dense ⇐⇒ sintA = Ø

For a complemented ditopological space (S, S, σ, τ, κ), having in mind that σ(τ) = κ
and σ(int (A)) = cl(σ(A)), we obtain the following implications:

(i) A ∈ S is dense ⇐⇒ σ(A) is co-dense.
(ii) ∀G ∈ τ \ {Ø} is dense ⇐⇒ ∀H ∈ κ \ {S} is co-dense

Proposition 3.3. Let (S, S, τ, κ) be a ditopological space.

(i) It is hyperconnected if and only if every G ∈ τ \ {Ø} is dense.
(ii) It is hyperconnected if and only if every H ∈ κ \ {S} is co-dense.

Proof. The proofs are elementary and are omitted. �

Example 3.1. (1) Let (X,T) be a topological space and (X,P(X), πX ,T,Tc) be corre-
sponding complemented ditopological space. Clearly, (X,T) is hyperconnected if and only
if (X,P(X),T,Tc) is hyperconnected. On the other hand, A ⊆ X is dense(co-dense) if and
only if A is dense(co-dense) in (X,P(X), πX ,T,Tc).

(2) The standard ditopological space (I, I, τI, κI) is not hyperconnected.
(3) Consider the texture (L,L) of Examples 1.1 (2). Define the ditopology (τ, κ) by

τ = {L,Ø} and κ = L. For every H ∈ κ \ {L}, since L 	⊆ H , (L,L, τ, κ) is hyperconnected.
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For the hyperconnected ditopological space (S, S, τ, κ), we have the following statement.
The proofs are obvious from Proposition 2.2 and hyperconnectedness.

A ∈ SO(S) if and only if there exists G ∈ τ such that G ⊆ A,

A ∈ SC(S) if and only if there existsH ∈ κ such thatA ⊆ H.
(3.1)

By [10, Proposition 2.3], a ditopological space (S, S, τ, κ) is connected if and only if
O(S) ∩ C(S) = {Ø, S}. In the next theorem, we will give a similar characterization for
hyperconnected ditopological space in terms of semi-open and semi-closed sets.

Theorem 3.1. The following are equivalent:

(i) (S, S, τ, κ) is hyperconnected ditopological space.
(ii) SO(S) ∩ SC(S) = {Ø, S}.
(iii) G 	⊆ H, for every G ∈ SO(S) \ {Ø} and H ∈ SC(S) \ {S}.

Proof. (i) =⇒ (ii) Let (S, S, τ, κ) be hyperconnected. Assume that A ∈ SO(S) ∩ SC(S) \
{Ø, S}. By (3.1), there exists G ∈ τ \ {Ø} and H ∈ κ \ {S} such that G ⊆ A ⊆ H . It is
contradicting the fact that hyperconnectedness.

(ii) =⇒ (iii) We assume G ⊆ H , for some G ∈ SO(S) \ {Ø} and H ∈ SC(S) \ {S}. We
observe that clG 	= Ø and cl(G) ∈ SO(S), because G ⊆ clG ⊆ clintG ⊆ clintclG. Since
clH 	= S, we have clG 	= S and the contradiction clG ∈ SO(S) ∩ SC(S).

(iii) =⇒ (i) It is immediate that the facts Lemma 2.3(i). �

By Lemma 2.3(i) and the above theorem we have:

Corollary 3.1.

(i) The notions of hyperconnectedness and semi-connectedness are equivalent.
(ii) Every hyperconnected ditopological space is connected.

Note that a connected ditopological space may not be hyperconnected. Clearly the
standart ditopological space (I, I, τI, κI) is connected, but it is not hypercon-nected.

The other characterizations of hyperconnectedness may be given in terms of the concepts
of generalized closure.

Proposition 3.4. Let (S, S, τ, κ) be ditopological space. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) (S, S, τ, κ) is hyperconnected.
(ii) clG = S ∀G ∈ βO(S) \ {Ø}.
(iii) sclG = S ∀G ∈ βO(S) \ {Ø}.
(iv) clβ(G) = S ∀G ∈ SO(S) \ {Ø}.
(v) G 	⊆ H ∀G ∈ SO(S) \ {Ø} and H ∈ βC(S) \ {S}.

Proof. (i) =⇒ (ii) Let G ∈ βO(S) \ {Ø}. Then G ⊆ cl int cl G and so int cl G 	= Ø. Since
(S, S, τ, κ) is hyperconnected, cl int cl G = S by Proposition 3.3 (1).

(ii) =⇒ (iii) Let G ∈ βO(S) \ {Ø}. By Proposition 2.3 (1), it follows scl(G) = G ∪
int clG = G ∪ int S = S, since clG = S.

(iii) =⇒ (iv) Let G ∈ SO(S) \ {Ø}. Now we observe that since clβ(G) is β-closed,
we have int cl intG ⊆ int cl int (clβ(G)) ⊆ clβ(G) and so G ∪ int cl intG ⊆ clβ(G). Since
G ∈ SO(S), int clG ⊆ int cl intG and so S = sclG = G∪ int cl G ⊆ G∪ int cl intG ⊆ clβ(G).
Hence clβ(G) = S.
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(iv) =⇒ (v) We suppose G ⊆ H , for G ∈ SO(S) \ {Ø} and H ∈ βC(S) \ {S}. Then
clβ(G) ⊆ clβ(H) and, so S ⊆ H , since clβ(H) = H by (iv). Therefore H = S, contradicting
the fact that H 	= S. Hence it must be G 	⊆ H .

(v) =⇒ (i) Immediate from Theorem 3.9. �

Corollary 3.2. The following are equivalent for a ditopological space.

(i) (S, S, τ, κ) is hyperconnected.
(ii) cl(G) = S ∀Ø 	= G ∈ PO(S).
(iii) scl(G) = S ∀Ø 	= G ∈ PO(S).

The above results may be restated, by using the dual concepts. For this, it must be used
(semi, pre, β)-closed sets instead of (semi, pre, β)-open and (semi, pre, β)-closure instead of
(semi, pre, β)-interior. For example, “(S, S, τ, κ) is hyperconnected if and only if int(G) = Ø
∀G ∈ SC(S) \ {S}.”

We observe that a ditopology is a “topology” for which there is no a priori relation
between the open and closed sets. As a result of this, if a ditopological space is hypercon-
nected then a pair of nonempty open sets may have empty intersection. For example, con-
sider the ditopological space (S,P(S), τ, κ) where S = {a, b, c}, τ = {S, {a}, {b}, {a, b},Ø}
and κ = {S, {c},Ø}. In this space, G 	⊆ K for every G ∈ τ \ {Ø} and H ∈ κ \ {S}, while
{a}, {b} ∈ τ and {a}∩{b} = Ø. This leads to the following concept in a ditopological space.

Definition 3.4. A ditopological space (S, S, τ, κ) is called

(1) irreducible, if G1 ∩G2 	= Ø ∀G1, G2 ∈ τ \ {Ø},
(2) co-irreducible, if H1 ∪H2 	= S ∀H1, H2 ∈ κ \ {S},
(3) bi-irreducible if it is irreducible and co-irreducible.

For complemented ditopological spaces, these concepts are equivalent:

Corollary 3.3. Let (S, S, σ, τ, κ) be a complemented ditopological space. Then

(S, S, σ, τ, κ) is irreducible ⇐⇒ (S, S, σ, τ, κ) is co-irreducible.

Proof. Since the mapping σ is idempotent, σ(Ø) = S and σ(H1 ∪H2) = σ(H1) ∩ σ(H2) for
all H1, H2 ∈ S, the proof is clear. �

Example 3.2. (1) The topological space (X,T) is irreducible if and only if the corresponding
complemented ditopological texture space (X,P(X), πX ,T,Tc) is bi-irreducible.

(2) The standard ditopological texture space (I, I, τI, κI) is not bi-irreducible.

Note that the irreducible complemented ditopological space has not to be hyper-connec-
ted. For example, standard ditopological space (see, Examples 2.5 (2)) is complemented and
irreducible, but it is not hyperconnected.

Theorem 3.2. (S, S, τ, κ) is bi-irreducible hyperconnected if and only if F × G is a regular
difilter on (S, S), where F = SO(S) \ {Ø} and F = SC(S) \ {S}.
Proof. (=⇒) Firstly, we show that F is a filter on (S, S). Take F1, F2 ∈ SO(S)\{Ø}. By 3.1,
there exists G1, G2 ∈ τ \ {Ø} such that G1 ⊆ F1 and G2 ⊆ F1. Since (S, S, τ, κ) irreducible,
Ø 	= G1 ∩ G2 ⊆ F1 ∩ F2 and so F1 ∩ F2 ∈ SO(S) \ {Ø}. Now let F1 ∈ SO(S) \ {Ø} and
F1 ⊆ F2 for some F2 ∈ S. By 3.1, there exists G ∈ τ \ {Ø} such that G ⊆ F1 ⊆ F2, and so
F2 ∈ SO(S) \ {Ø}. It is obtained that G is a cofilter, as a dual. From hyperconnectedness,
it is immediately obtained that F × G is a regular difilter.
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(⇐=) Let F× G is a regular difilter on (S, S). Obviously, (S, S, τ, κ) is hyperconnected,
by regularity. Now, take G1, G2 ∈ τ \ {Ø}. Since O(S) ⊆ SO(S) and SO(S) \ {Ø} is a
filter, G1 ∩ G2 	= Ø, i.e. (S, S, τ, κ) is irreducible. Likewise it is obtained that (S, S, τ, κ) is
co-irreducible. �

Corollary 3.4. If (S, S, τ, κ) bi-irreducible hyperconnected then (SO(S), SC(S) ) is a di-
topology on (S, S).

Proposition 3.5. Let (Sj , Sj , τj , κj), j = 1, 2, be ditopological spaces and (f, F ) : (S1, S1) →
(S2, S2) be a surjective difunction. Then if (f, F ) is semi-bicontinuous and (S1, S1, τ1, κ1)
bi-irreducible hyperconnected then (S2, S2, τ2, κ2) bi-irreducible hyperconnected.

Proof. Firstly, we note that if (f, F ) is surjective then f→(S1) = S2 = F→(S1). Let
(S1, S1, τ1, κ1) be hyperconnected. Now we want to show that (S2, S2, τ2, κ2) hypercon-
nected. We take Ø 	= G ∈ τ2 and S2 	= H ∈ κ2. By surjectivity, F←(G) 	= Ø and
f←(H) = F←(H) 	= S1. On the other hand, by semi-bicontinuity, F←(G) ∈ τ1 and
f←(H) ∈ κ1. Since (S1, S1, τ1, κ1) is hyperconnected, we have F←(G) 	⊆ f←(H). Hence
G 	⊆ H , since (f, F ) is surjective.

Now we suppose (S2, S2, τ2, κ2) is not irreducible. Then there exists G1, G2 in τ2 \ {Ø}
such that G1 ∩ G2 = Ø. Then F←(G1) 	= Ø 	= F←(G2). Since (f, F ) is semi-continuous,
F←(G1), F

←(G2) ∈ SO(S1) and so int(F←(G1)) 	= Ø 	= int(F←(G2)). Therefore,

int(F←(G1)) ∩ int(F←(G2)) ⊆ int(F←(G1)) ∩ F←(G2)) = int(F←(G1 ∩G2)) = Ø,

contradicting the fact that (S1, S1, τ1, κ1) is irreducible.
The proof for co-irreducible is obtained, as a dual. �

Since every semi-bi-irresolute difunction is semi-bicontinuous, we note:

Corollary 3.5. Every semi-bi-irresolute image of an bi-irreducible hyperconnected space is
bi-irreducible hyperconnected space.

Let (Sj , Sj , τj , κj)j∈J be ditopological spaces and (S, S) the product of the textures
(Sj , Sj)j∈J and (pij ,Πj) : (S, S) → (Sj , Sj) be projection difunctions. Then the ditopology
(τ, κ) on (S, S) with subbase {Π←j G = E(j,G) | G ∈ τj , j ∈ J} and cosubbase {π←j K =
E(j,K) | K ∈ κj , j ∈ J} is called the product ditopology on (S, S) [5].

Proposition 3.6. The product ditopology is bi-irreducible hyperconnected if and only if
(Sj , Sj , τj , κj) is bi-irreducible hyperconnected for every j ∈ J .

Proof. (=⇒) Suppose that the product ditopological space (S, S, τ, κ) is bi-irreducible hyper-
connected. Since the projection difunctions (πj ,Πj), j ∈ J , are bicontinuous and surjective,
we have (Sj , Sj, τj , κj), j ∈ J is bi-irreducible hyperconnected, by Proposition 3.5.

(⇐=) Suppose that (Sj , Sj , τj , κj) is bi-irreducible hyperconnected for all j ∈ J . Let
G 	⊆ H for some Ø 	= G ∈ τj and Sj 	= H ∈ κj . Then Ø 	= Π←j (G) ∈ τ and S 	= π←j (H) ∈ κ.
Since the projection difunctions (πj ,Πj) are surjective, we have Π

←
j (G) 	⊆ π←j (H) = Π←j (H).

Hence the product ditopological space is hyperconnected. On the other hand, we take
G1, G2 ∈ τj \ {Ø} such that G1 ∩ G2 	= Ø. Then Π←j (G1) ∩ Π←j (G2) = Π←j (G1 ∩G2) 	= Ø,

since (Πj , πj) is surjective. The proof for co-irreducible is obtained, as a dual. �
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To obtain a characterization of maximal hyperconnected topological space, the concepts
such as door topological spaces are used. Finally we shall also investigate maximal hyper-
connected ditopological space. Recall that a regular difilter F × G on (S, S) is, by ordered
set inclusion, maximal [8], if and only if F ∪ G = S.

Theorem 3.3. Let (S, S, τ, κ) be bi-irreducible hyperconnected ditopological space such that
F × G is a maximal regular difilter, where F = SO(S) \ {Ø} and G = SC(S) \ {S}. Then
(S, S, SO(S), SC(S) ) is maximal hyperconnected ditopological space.

Proof. Assume that (S, S, τ, κ) is bi-irreducible hyperconnected ditopological space. From
regularity and Corollary 3.4, (S, S, SO(S)), SC(S) ) is bi-irreducible hyperconnected ditopo-
logical space. Suppose that it is not maximal. Then there exists a bi-irreducible hyper-
connected space (S, S, τ1, κ1) such that SO(S, S, τ, κ) ⊆ τ1 and SC(S, S, τ, κ) ⊆ κ1. But
then SO(S, S, τ, κ) ⊆ SO(S, S, τ1, κ1) and SC(S, S, τ, κ) ⊆ SC(S, S, τ1, κ1) which leads to a
contradiction, since SO(S, S, τ1, κ1) \ {Ø} is a filter and SC(S, S, τ1, κ1) \ {S} is a cofilter,
by Theorem 3.2. �

Recall that a topological space is called door [11] if every subset is either open or closed.
We now give an analogous concept in ditopological spaces.

Definition 3.5. A ditopological space (S, S, τ, κ) is called door if for each A ∈ S either
A ∈ τ or A ∈ κ.

Example 3.3. (1) The topological space (X,T) is door if and only if the corresponding
complemented ditopological texture space (X,P(X), πX ,T,Tc) is door.

(2) The standard ditopological texture space (I, I, τI, κI) is door.
(3) Consider the texture (L,L), which was introduced in Examples 1.2(2). Let τ =

{(0, r] | 0 ≤ r ≤ 1/2} ∪ {L} and κ = {Ø, (0, 1/2], L}. Clearly, this ditopology is not door.

Theorem 3.4. Let us consider (S, S, τ, κ) be a ditopological space and F = τ \ {Ø} and
G = κ \ {S}. Then (S, S, τ, κ) is bi-irreducible hyperconnected door space if and only if F×G

is maximal regular difilter on (S, S).

Proof. (=⇒) Suppose that (S, S, τ, κ) is bi-irreducible hyperconnected door space. We show
that F is filter on (S, S). If G1, G2 ∈ F then Ø 	= G1 ∩ G2 ∈ F. Let G ∈ F and G ⊆ U for
some U ∈ S. If U = S then U ∈ F. Assume that U 	= S. Then U ∈ F; otherwise U ∈ κ, since
(S, S, τ, κ) is a door space, then G ⊆ U , a contradiction, by hyperconnectedness. So F is
filter. Likewise, it is obtained that G is a cofilter on (S, S). Clearly, F×G is a regular difilter,
by hyperconnectedness. Furthermore, since (S, S, τ, κ) is a door space, we have S ⊆ F ∪ G,
and so S = F ∪ G, i. e., F × G maximal regular difilter.

(⇐=) Suppose that F×G is maximal regular difilter on (S, S). Since F = S\G, (S, S, τ, κ)
is a door ditopological space. By regularity, (S, S, τ, κ) is clearly hyperconnected. Besides,
(S, S, τ, κ) is bi-irreducible, since F × G is a difilter. �

Theorem 3.5. Any bi-irreducible hyperconnected door ditopological space is maximal hy-
perconnected and minimal door space.

Proof. Let (S, S, τ, κ) be a bi-irreducible hyperconnected door ditopological space. By previ-
ous theorem, τ \{Ø}×κ\{S} is maximal regular difilter. Since τ ⊆ SO(S) and κ ⊆ SC(S),
in view of Theorem 3.2, τ = SO(S) and κ = SC(S), and then by Theorem 3.3, (S, S, τ, κ)
is maximal hyperconnected. Now assume that (S, S, τ1, κ1) be a door ditopological space
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such that τ1 ⊆ τ and κ1 ⊆ κ. Let Ø 	= G ∈ τ and G 	∈ τ1. Then G ∈ κ1 and so G ∈ κ,
contradicting the fact that (S, S, τ, κ) is hyperconnected. �
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